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TRACK 1
TRANS MUTATIONS  by Peter Friederici, Orion, January/February 2009
LOSTRONAUT (fiction)  by Jonathan Lethem, The New Yorker, November 17, 2008

TRACK 2
FROST, NIXON AND ME  by James Reston, Jr., Smithsonian, January 2009
BACK ISSUES  by Jill Lepore, The New Yorker, January 26, 2009

TRACK 3
HOWLING SUCCESS  by Frank Clifford, Smithsonian, February 2009

TRACK 4
1,000 DAYS IN THE ICE  by Hampton Sides, National Geographic, January 2009
SAVING EASTER ISLAND  by Jeffrey M. O’Brien, Fortune, January 19, 2009

TRACK 5
LESSONS (fiction)  by Justin Torres, Granta, Winter 2008
MINESTRA (an essay)  by Joyce Davis, The Gettysburg Review, Autumn 2008

TRACK 6
A FEELING IN YOUR HEAD  by Lance Larsen, The Iowa Review, Spring 2008
THE PRICE OF GOLD  by Brook Larmer, National Geographic, January 2009

TRACK 7
GOD’S DOGS (fiction)  by Mitch Wieland, The Sewanee Review, Fall 2008

TRACK 8
NECESSARY ANGELS  by Tina Rosenberg, National Geographic, December 2008
MOSQUITOES CAN ALSO SAVE  by Jason Fagone, Esquire, December 2008